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Abstract 
 

Robust tracking of infrared (IR) pedestrian targets with various backgrounds, e.g. appearance 
changes, illumination variations, and background disturbances, is a great challenge in the 
infrared image processing field. In the paper, we address a new tracking method for IR 
pedestrian targets via multi-feature local sparse representation (SR), which consists of three 
important modules. In the first module, a multi-feature local SR model is constructed. 
Considering the characterization of infrared pedestrian targets, the gray and edge features are 
first extracted from all target templates, and then fused into the model learning process. In the 
second module, an effective tracker is proposed via the learned model. To improve the 
computational efficiency, a sliding window mechanism with multiple scales is first used to 
scan the current frame to sample the target candidates. Then, the candidates are recognized via 
sparse reconstruction residual analysis. In the third module, an adaptive dictionary update 
approach is designed to further improve the tracking performance. The results demonstrate 
that our method outperforms several classical methods for infrared pedestrian tracking. 
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1. Introduction 

Infrared (IR) pedestrian tracking is a vital problem in infrared image analysis, and is 
important for a great number of practical applications, e.g. human motion analysis, video 
surveillance and monitoring. However, the infrared pedestrian image sequences usually have 
complex backgrounds, making the tracking task much difficult [1].  

  Decades of study on this issue have generated a series of approaches [2-13]. Thereinto, 
particle filter (PF) has gotten particular attention for the capability of solving non-linear and 
non-Gaussian questions [2-4]. Also, Gaussian mixture model (GMM) has been exploited for 
extracting foreground candidates from background [5]. Mean shift-based tracking technique 
has been put forward as an expeditous technique [6-10]. In [11], spatial-temporal filters have 
been designed to track infrared target. The dense structural learning has been proposed to train 
a classifier with dense samples through Fourier techniques for infrared object tracking [12]. In 
[13], generative and discriminative ideas have been adopted.  

Currently, sparse representation (SR) based tracking methods have gained substantial 
interest [14-16]. Its main idea is that, for current frame, object candidates are sparsely 
represented and that having the lowest reconstruction error is thought to be the real target 
[17-19]. Many works have shown the effectiveness of such methods, but there still exist two 
critical problems. (1) Targets to be tracked are always thought to be holistic entities by SR. 
Consequently, when they face the difficulties of appearances changes, illumination variations, 
etc., they cannot guarantee the tracking performance and tend to fail. (2) At present, most SR 
based methods only rely on widely used feature, i.e., the gray feature for infrared videos, since 
gray is thought to be the most salient feature for infrared targets. Nevertheless, it may fail 
while encountering interferences with similar gray values. 

In this paper, we solve the above challenges by proposing a novel infrared pedestrian 
tracking method. This method involves three important contributions. (1) Unlike most existing 
SR approaches, the addressed algorithm is to utilize local sparse representation to model the 
target locally. Compared with holistic description, local representation is more robust to 
variations.  (2) Instead of only using gray cue, our method also extracts the edge feature for 
infrared pedestrians to enhance the robustness of the target model. (3) For robust tracking, 
researchers have proposed various approaches with regard to target model update, most of 
which update the model via the current frame tracking results. However, if the results are 
contaminated, the updated model will be inaccurate and some errors may be introduced in the 
tracking process. When the errors are accumulated to a certain extent, serious drifting may 
occur. To prevent the drifting problem, an adaptive dictionary update approach is designed, 
which judge whether the present target is dirtied before target feature set renovation. The 
current target feature set is only updated when the result is not dirtied. This scheme is very 
helpful for improving tracking robustness.  

The rest is arranged as below. SR theory is reviewed in Section 2.  Our technique is 
introduced in Section 3. Section 4 gives the experimental results. Section 5 draws the 
conclusion. 
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2. Sparse Representation 
The aim of SR is to seek sparsely representations for signals [20-24]. Given signals 

[ ] Nn
N RyyyY ×∈⋅⋅⋅= ,,, 21 , a reconstructive dictionary [ ] Kn

K RdddD ×∈⋅⋅⋅= ,, 21  ( nK > ) is learnt 
as below in SR [25]: 

2
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where [ ] NK
N RxxxX ×∈⋅⋅⋅= ,, 21  represent sparse codes, while 2

2
DXY −  is sparse error. T  

is a constraint factor. 0
⋅  denotes 0L  norm [26].  

Suppose D   is fixed, the sparse representation ix  of iy  can be calculated as [27-29]: 
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Then, X  and D  are updated as iX~  and iD~  consistently, and thus: 

                 iii XDYE ~~−=                                                     (3) 

3. Presented Method 

The overall framework of our technique is shown in Fig. 1. The first step is to develop a 
multi-feature local SR model for target to be tracked. Second, a tracker is developed. 
Furthermore, an adaptive dictionary update approach is designed for further robustness.  
 

 
Fig. 1. Framework of our method. 
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3.1 Multi-feature Local Sparse Appearance Model 

3.1.1 Training Samples Construction 
First, we present to sample a number of templates for object to be tracked by using a 
patch-based scheme. 

As shown in Fig. 2, a sliding window with the size of nm×  is used to sample N target 
templates ],,,[ 21 NtttT ⋅⋅⋅=  from the first frame I  of an IR video.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Training samples construction. 

 

3.1.2 Target Gray Feature Extraction 
Gray feature is the most widely selected characteristic for infrared image sequences [6], since 
infrared targets often possess higher gray values than static background areas.  

  For a target template it , we utilize the gray histogram to describe the gray characteristics 

of it. Suppose pixel locations in target area are Miix ,,1}{ ⋅⋅⋅= , gray histogram { } GL
uupp 1)( ==  of 

target can be calculated by: 

1
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where )( ixb  is the gray mapping function of the pixel point ix . GL  is the gray mapping level. 

Normally, the gray histogram needs to be normalized as ∑
=

=
GL

u
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By observing the Eq. (4), we find that the traditional gray histogram lacks of spatial position 
information of the pixel. In fact, different pixels in the target area make different contributions 
to the description of the target gray. The traditional gray histogram will cause the pixels that 
are closer to the target center and have greater contribution to gray description are not very 
prominent. Therefore, we use a weighting function [4] to include the spatial distribution of 
pixels in the histogram. The weighting function is described as: 
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where r  denotes the distance between the pixel and the center of target. By using such kernel 
function, we can obtain the modified gray histogram of the target template: 
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where ix  denotes the position of a pixel in target area. 0x  denotes the central location of the 
target area. h  denotes the size of target area. M  represents the total number of pixels of 
target. 1C  is the normalization constant. 

Thus, the probability density at each gray level of the target template can be computed by 
Eq. (6). And the corresponding gray feature vector of the target template can be contained. 
Then, the gray feature vectors of all target templates are quantified respectively, and a gray 
feature set with spatial location information can be formed: 

],,,[ 21 NG pppP ⋅⋅⋅=                                                   (7) 

where 1   ( 1, 2, , )GL
jp R j N×∈ = ⋅⋅⋅  denotes the gray feature vector of the thj  target template. 

 

3.1.3 Target Edge Feature Extraction 
Although the gray feature, which is not sensitive to pedestrian translation, postural changes 
and partially occlusion, is an effective method for infrared target modeling, it has strong 
dependence on illumination and is easily affected by the background disturbances with its 
similar gray, which may bring about unsatisfactory results. Hence, edge feature is also utilized 
here to model the object structure.  

For a template it , we design the edge direction histogram to describe its edge characteristics. 
Suppose the gray value of target is )(xI . )(xG  and )(xα  denote the edge strength and 
direction. ]360,0[)( o∈xα is used to define the edge direction histogram { } EL

vvqq 1)( ==  of the 
target template: 
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where )(*
ixb  denotes the edge direction mapping function. EL  denotes the edge direction 

mapping level [30],.  
Similar to the modified gray histogram, the edge direction histogram is improved by using 

the kernel function in Eq. (5), so that anti-noise performance of it can be improved. The 
modified edge direction histogram is described by: 
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where 2C  is a normalization constant. 
Consequently, we can extract the edge feature vector of each target template. Then, the edge 

feature vectors of all target templates are quantified respectively, and an edge feature set with 
spatial location information can be formed: 

],,,[ 21 NE qqqQ ⋅⋅⋅=                                                  (10) 

where 1   ( 1, 2, , )EL
jq R j N×∈ = ⋅⋅⋅  denotes the edge feature vectors of the thj  target 

template. 
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3.1.4 Target Combined Feature Generation 

From the Eq.(7) and Eq.(10), we can find that, the thj  column vectors of these two matrices 
represent the gray feature and edge feature of a target model, respectively. Subsequently, the 
gray feature and edge feature are vertical connected, so that the gray feature and edge feature 
of the same target model can be represented in the one column vector. Ultimately, a combined 
feature set can be formed: 
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where NLRfeatset ×∈ , = G EL L L+  denotes the combined feature set of all target templates, 
1×∈ L

j Rfeature  denotes the combined gray and edge feature vector of the thj  target 
template. It is worth pointing out that the combination scheme is simple but effective. In the 
one aspect, the computational load of simple arraying in the form of vertical rows is very light. 
In the other aspect, since after obtaining the fusion results, the following step is to use these 
results to learn a reconstructive dictionary. Ultimately, the learned dictionary can well 
represent the infrared pedestrian objects. 

3.1.5 Target Dictionary Learning 
In this paper, we utilize the simple and efficient K-singular value decomposition approach to 
learn the target dictionary.  

The corresponding objective function is shown in Eq. (1). It uses the iterative approach to 
update the sparse coding and dictionary. When the dictionary D  is fixed, we use the OMP 
algorithm to calculate the sparse coefficients X  of the feature set featset  under the 
dictionary. When the sparse coefficient is fixed, we use the SVD method to update the 
dictionary D  by column. The processes are iterated until the number of iterations reaches the 
preset value. Finally, the learned reconstructive dictionary SLRD ×∈  can be obtained.  

Since the dictionary contains both of the gray feature and edge feature of the target 
templates, it can be used effectively to overcome the difficulties, such as posture changes, 
background noise, illumination and partial occlusion, when it models a tracked target. 

3.2 Infrared Pedestrian Tracking 
Based on the multi-feature local sparse appearance model learned above, we propose an 
infrared pedestrian tracker subsequently. The robust tracking of the target is to search the 
image regions which have the highest similarity in each frame. Sparse reconstruction residual 
analysis is applied to measuring the similarity. 

(1) Sample a series of candidates for current frame. 
 First, suppose that frR  denotes the target region located in the last frame at position 

*O . seR  is a region around the location, As shown in Fig. 3, red point denotes the *O , 

red box indicates frR , and yellow box indicates seR . It is worth pointing out that for the 
first frame, the target to be tracked is labeled manually and its location is recorded as *O .  
 Second, sample a number of candidates from the search neighborhood seR . To handle 
the target scale variation problem, a multi-scale window scheme is applied in this process. 
The scales are set as ]2.1,8.0[∈β , in steps of 0.1, of the previous target size.  
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 Finally, put h  candidate targets that are obtained by the multi-scale window scheme 
into F : 

],,,[ 21 hfffF ⋅⋅⋅=                                                  (12) 

where )1( hgfg ≤≤  denotes the thg  candidate target.  
 
 

 

Fig. 3. Candidates search region. 

(2) Extract gray and edge features of each candidate target. 
 First, normalize the size of each candidate target to the same size µµ × , so as to get 
the unified feature dimension. 
 Second, extract the gray feature vector and edge feature vector of each candidate 
target in the set F . Each of the two characteristic vectors is quantified and vertically 

connected to form 







=

g

g
g q

p
fea , where hg ≤≤1 . gp  and gq  are gray and edge cues 

of the thg  candidate. gfea  is the combined feature vector. 

(3) Recognize the candidates using sparse reconstruction residual analysis. 
 First, calculate sparse coding coefficients gX  for gfea  under dictionary D . 
 Second, calculate the reconstruction error of each candidate target by: 

gggg XDf −=ε                                                     (13) 

where gε  denotes the reconstruction residual of the thg  candidate target.  
 Finally, compare the h  reconstruction errors to screen out the minimum 
reconstruction error mε : 

],,,min[ 21 hm εεεε ⋅⋅⋅=                                               (14) 
The candidate target corresponding to the minimum reconstruction error mε  is then 
identified as the tracked target in the current frame image. 

3.3 Adaptive Dictionary Update 
In most tracking situations, target to be tracked may not remain the same. It may undergo 
illumination or appearance changes during the tracking process. Therefore, it is essential to 
update the dictionary while tracking, which will help the tracker work steadily. In fact, for 
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target tracking, researchers have proposed various approaches with regard to target model 
update, most of which update the model by using the current frame’s tracking result [31]. 
However, if the result is contaminated, the updated model will be inaccurate and some errors 
may be introduced in the tracking process. When the errors are accumulated to a certain extent, 
serious drifting may occur. 

To prevent the drifting problem, an adaptive dictionary update approach is designed. If the 
current target is not dirtied, the current target feature set is updated with the tracking result of 
the current frame; otherwise, it is not updated.  

(1) Calculate the gray and edge features of the tracked target in the current frame.  
 First, extract the tracked target for the current frame. 
 Second, calculate the gray feature vector and edge feature vector of the tracked target, 
which are denoted by GL

ucurcur upp 1)]([ ==  and EL
vcurcur vqq 1)]([ == , respectively 

(2) Judge whether the current target is dirtied. 
 First, in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, the gray feature set NL

NG
GRpppP ×∈⋅⋅⋅= ],,,[ 21  

and the edge feature set NL
NE

ERqqqQ ×∈⋅⋅⋅= ],,,[ 21 of N target templates have been 

obtained, where 1[ ( )]   ( 1, 2, , )GL
j j up p u j N== = ⋅⋅⋅  denotes the gray feature vector of 

thj  target template, and 1[ ( )]   ( 1, 2, , )EL
j j vq q v j N== = ⋅⋅⋅  denotes the edge feature 

vector of thj  target template. 

 Second, compute the Bhattacharyya coefficients [6] ,gray jρ  between curp  and jp , 

and the Bhattacharyya coefficients ,edge jρ  between curq  and jq : 

, ,
1

[ , ] ( ) ( )
GL

gray j gray j cur j cur j
u

p p p u p uρ ρ
=

= =∑                                 (15) 

, ,
1

[ , ] ( ) ( )
EL

edge j edge j cur j cur j
v

q q q v q vρ ρ
=

= =∑                                  (16) 

    where 1,2, ,j N= ⋅⋅⋅ . Note that the Bhattacharyya coefficients ,gray jρ  is related to the 

gray feature, while the Bhattacharyya coefficients ,edge jρ  is related to the edge feature. 

 Third, in Eq. (15) and Eq. (16), the larger ,gray jρ  or ,edge jρ  is, the more likely the 

current target is to be the thj  target template. However, in different scenes, the 
discrimination ability of gray features and edge features may be different. So we propose 
to combine them together to determine their similarity: 

, , , , ,sum j gray j gray j edge j edge jw wρ ρ ρ= +                                   (17) 

where ,sum jρ  is the fused Bhattacharyya coefficient. ,gray jw  and ,edge jw  are the weights 

of ,gray jρ  and ,edge jρ , respectively: 

,
,
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After such processing, we can draw a more precise conclusion that the higher jsum,ρ  is, 
the more likely the current target is to be the thj  target template. 
 Fourth, according to the above steps, we can obtain N  Bhattacharyya coefficients: 

],,[ ,1, NsumsumSim ρρ ⋅⋅⋅=                                          (20) 

 Finally, seek the maximum value ),,max( ,1,, Nsumsummasum ρρρ ⋅⋅⋅=  from Sim . 

Compare masum,ρ  with a preset threshold [ ]0,1th∈ . If thmasum <,ρ , it means that the 
current target is not similar to any template. In this case, the current result is thought to be 
dirtied and we do not use it for update.  

(3) If the current result is not dirtied, the dictionary is updated. 
 First, seek the minimum value ),,min( ,1,, Nsumsummisum ρρρ ⋅⋅⋅=  from Sim . 

 Second, replace the gray feature vector mip  and edge feature vector miq  of the thmi  
target template by curp  and curq  to get the updated feature set. 
 Finally, update the dictionary every γ  frames with the updated feature set. 

4. Experimental Results 

4.1 Experimental Setup 
Experiments are done by MATLAB R2013b on an Intel Dual Core 2.3 GHz laptop with 4 GB 
RAM. The proposed multi-feature local sparse representation algorithm is tested and also 
compared with several classical tracking methods. The test infrared pedestrian sequences are 
gotten from the public OTCBVS database [32]. The size of  each image is 120×160. This 
paper illustrates the experimental results of four representative infrared pedestrian video 
sequences that have various challenging factors in video tracking, including illumination 
change, occlusion, background disturbance and posture change. The specific information of 
the four image sequences is shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Infrared sequences information. 
Image sequences Number of frames Object size 

Q1 200 17×9 

Q2 160 15×8 

Q3 180 18×9 

Q4 180 24×12 

 

  In our experiments, besides the qualitative evaluation, we also make the quantitative 
evaluation by using two criteria: tracking success rate as well as center location error  [33, 34]. 

First, center location error  for a frame i  is used to measure the distance between the centers 
of the ground truth and tracking result (i.e., GO  and O ): 
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),( Gii OOdCLE =                                                    (21) 
where  ),( Gi OOd  denotes the Euclidean distance between O  and GO . For a whole image 
sequence, the center position error is calculated by: 

∑
=

=
U

i
iCLE

U
CLE

1

1
                                                 (22) 

where U  is the total number of frames in a video. From Eq. (22), we can see that a lower CLE 
means a higher tracking accuracy. 

Second, the tracking success rate, which describes the percentage of frames precisely 
tracked in a sequence, is defined as: 

U
UTSR su=                                                         (23) 

where suU  denotes the number of frames that are processed successfully. A larger TSR means 
a better performance. The following measure is utilized to judge whether the tracking is 
successful in a frame: 

η≥
Ω∪Ω
Ω∩Ω

GT

GT                                                     (24) 

where TΩ  is the tracked box and GΩ  is the ground truth box. If Eq. (24) is met, the object is 
thought to be tracked successfully. η   is a threshold controlling the tracking success rate. 

4.2 Evaluation of Target Combined Feature Generation 
The effectiveness of feature generation module is validated at first. The experimental sequence 
is Sequence Q3. Fig. 4 gives the tracking results of frames 11, 48, 61, 87 and 167 by the 
proposed method with gray, edge, and combined features, respectivley. As can be seen, the 
combined feature can enhance the robustness compared to gray or edge feature.  
 

 

Fig. 4. Evaluation of combined feature generation. 
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4.3 Evaluation of Adaptive Dictionary Update 
The effectiveness of adaptive dictionary update module is evaluated subsequently. Results 
with and without using the update step are compared, as shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen, our 
technique produces better tracking results, while drifting occurs when the method is without 
the dictionary update step.  
 

 

Fig. 5. Evaluation of adaptive dictioanry update scheme. 
 

4.4 Qualitative Evaluation 
Our approach is compared with two classical tracking algorithms in this section. The first one 
is the sparse representation based method [15]. We refer to it as SRT. The second one is the 
classical particle filter based tracking algorithm [2]. We refer to it as PFT. Both of these two 
comparing methods are based on gray characteristic for infrared target tracking. 

Fig. 6 shows some tracking results of Q1, in which a pedestrian target is walking outdoors 
on campus. As the target moves on, it undergoes illumination variation. From Fig. 6 (c), we 
find that PFT drifts from the 27th frame, and there is no correction in the following tracking 
process. SRT tracks the target a little better as shown in Fig. 6 (b). But there is a sign of 
drifting starting from the 70th frame, and then the tracking fails as the errors increase. On the 
contrary, the proposed algorithm overcomes the influence of the illumination variation and 
presents satisfactory tracking performance for infrared pedestrian target (Fig. 6 (a)). 

Q2’s results are given in Fig. 7. In this sequence, an infrared pedestrian target is walking 
under a forest background. During tracking, it is occluded by tree. From Fig. 7 (a), it can be 
seen that our algorithm recovers from occlusion. However, SRT and PFT fail in the tracking 
process (Fig. 7 (b) and Fig. 7 (c)).  
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Fig. 6. Comparison  results of Q1 by different algorithms. 
 

Fig. 8 gives the results of Q3, where the pedestrian is moving from middle to left. The target 
is first disturbed by another pedestrian with similar gray and then occluded by tree. Under such 
circumstances, both of SRT and PFT can hardly handle the problems, and then lose the target 
(Fig. 8 (b) and Fig. 8 (c)), while our method tracks the target successfully (Fig. 8 (a)) for it 
fuses gray and edge features into the local sparse representation framework.  

In sequence Q4, the target is moving from right to left under a dense forest background. As 
shown in Fig. 9, the target of interest meets a person who comes from the left side, and then 
they separate. This adds difficulties to the target tracking. Moreover, the target also undergoes 
the size and posture variations during tracking. Our technique tracks the object accurately 
throughout the video (Fig. 9 (a)). On the other hand, the traditional SRT and PFT methods lose 
the target completely (Fig. 9 (b) and Fig. 9 (c)). 

 

Fig. 7. Comparison  results of Q2 by different algorithms. 
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Fig. 8. Comparison  results of Q3 by different algorithms. 
 

 

Fig. 9. Comparison  results of Q4 by different algorithms. 
 

4.5 Quantitative Evaluation 
Quantitative results are also compared for the above four sequences in Table 2 and Table 3. 

First, from Table 2, we can see that the CLE values of our algorithm are lower than those of 
the other algorithms, which indicates that our method has higher tracking accuracy. 

Second, from Table 3, it can be seen that the TSR values of our algorithm are much higher 
than those of the other algorithms, which further reveals that our algorithm has a better 
tracking performance. 
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Table 2. Center location errors (pixles) of three tracking methods for four different image sequences. 
Image sequences Ours SRT PFT 

S1 8 26 51 

S2 6 13 21 

S3 11 39 32 

S4 12 47 55 
 

Table 3. Tracking Success Rates (%) of three tracking methods for four different image sequences. 
Image sequences Ours SRT PFT 

S1 91.2 38.2 11.7 

S2 92.6 85.6 68.7 

S3 90.1 33.4 33.8 

S4 89.4 13.8 12.7 

5. Conclusion 
A multi-feature local sparse representation scheme is proposed for infrared pedestrian tracking 
problems. Frist, we extract the gray and the edge features for the tracked infrared pedestrian 
target and fuse them together to learn an effective multi-feature local sparse appearance model, 
which is well used for describing the characteristics of the tracked target. Then, based on the 
learned model, a robust tracker with an adaptive dictionary learning technique is presented to 
track the object over time. The results show that our algorithm works well for infrared 
pedestrian target tracking problems. Future area for research includes the investigation of 
alternative features and tracking multiple infrared targets. 
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